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CEO Note
Education is rightly called the door to the outside world, a world that is rapidly shrinking due to
technological advancement, yet can be intimidating to young children who leave the portals of their
respective schools each year. This is especially true for the millions of rural children who have to
grapple with the changing times, in remote and rural villages, removed from urban centres which
are affected by these changes directly.
For nearly two decades, RDF has been actively involved in creating schools that deliver high quality
education to its rural children and continue the gargantuan task of maintaining such quality
standards with each passing year. It goes without saying, that these decades of ceaseless hardwork
have only been made possible due to the involvement and participation of RDF staff and its
supporters, who have provided strategic help whenever we have needed it.
In this Annual Report, we would like to share the accomplishments of all our stakeholders and this
includes our primary beneficiaries – the children and staff, who continue to remain in school and go
on to graduate not just school, but college too. Kalleda and Matendla schools were chosen as Best
Private schools in their region by Education World and the Head Masters along with their senior
teams received the awards at Delhi. A team of girls and boys won medals at state level and at
National level event in Karate. This is a departure from National statistics which still show children
in rural areas dropping out of schools due to lack of infrastructure, facilities or adequate skilling of
teachers. Our social media presence on Facebook and Wordpress blog are filled with stories about
alumni who have gone on to do well for themselves and in distinctive generous ways, have come
back to serve RDF either financially or through their time and service.
On the academic front, the children continue to inspire us through their zeal and hard work,
constantly creating fun and innovative ways to demonstrate their learning. This was seen in the
number of exhibits that vied for the State INSPIRE Science Fair and the use of recycled and natural
materials for art and Science exhibits in their school Science Fairs. Teachers have been exposed to
various training programs to develop their subject knowledge and teaching skills. This effort is
continuous in order to ensure that our classrooms remain vibrant.
The partnership with Tech Mahindra Foundation continues, with RDF providing services to two
Government schools and mentorship to ARISE schools which is a Whole School Turnaround
Program. The senior RDF team has risen admirable to the new responsibilities of coaching and
mentoring government school teachers and the partnership has been renewed for a second year.
The two Govt schools were chosen as best schools in their mandal and the Headmasters along with
RDF teams received the awards from District collector.
The RDF banner continues to fly high because of your support. On behalf of our key beneficiaries –
the rural, underprivileged children and the staff, I thank you all for your commitment and
dedication to the RDF cause and light up the lives of rural children!
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RDF Schools 2015 - 16
Enrolment table

Analysis:



There are 853 girls and 1036 boys across the four RDF schools and Junior College.
Except Rollakal, the other institutions have more boys enrolled compared to girls

Analysis:
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Primary Level (Classes 1 to 5) enrollment is higher in all schools except Redlawada where
High School has greater enrollments.

Attendance: Student Attendance

Analysis





High School student attendance is highest compared to Primary School
In Kalleda, Pre-Primary student attendance is better than Primary School.
In Rollakal, Pre-Primary student attendance needs to improve
Compared to First Year, Second Year attendance is low in Junior College

Staff Attendance

Analysis
 Staff attendance at the Pre-Primary level is better compared to other levels
 Staff attendance in Rollakal is low compared to other RDF schools
 In all schools, average staff attendance is over 90%, except in Rollakal School
 Non Teaching staff attendance is over 92% across RDF institutions
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SSC Board Examination Results
2015-16 has been a challenging one compared to last year as the State Board has changed the
pattern of Board Examinations. To meet the new requirements, we have seen commitment among
the teachers and mentors to give proper guidance to the students. The table below shows
the Board Results of the four RDF schools and Junior college. High School students have worked
hard and excelled in their final exams. With RDF Kalleda giving 100% pass results, other schools
are catching up with the trend to excel in academics.
RDF Schools Board Results
School Name

Appeared

Pass
percentage

Grade 9 & above

Failed

Kalleda

56

100%

4

0

Matendla

43

95%

6

2

Redlawada

17

94%

1

1

Rollakal

16

94%

2

1

132

96%

10%

3%

Total

RDF VAPV Junior College Results
II Year Result Analysis, IPE March-2015
Group

TOTAL

Appeared

Passed

Failed

MPC

12

12

12

BPC

0

0

CEC

9

TOTAL

21

Grade

Pass %

A

B

C

D

0

10

2

0

0

100%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0%

9

9

0

3

6

0

0

100%

21

21

0

13

8

0

0

100

II Year Toppers in IPE March-2015
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Sl. No.

Candidate Name

Group

Marks Secured

%

1
2

M.Pavan Kalya
D. Rahul Kranthi

MPC
CEC

950/1000
810/1000

95%
81%

Report on Education
Kalleda School
Headmaster – T. Sridhar
Asst Headmaster & Education in Charge
– R. Asoka Chary
Primary School In-charge – G. Mahendar
High School In- charge – K. Sreenivas

A.

Average Academic Performance of the School 2015-2016

Class level

FA 1

FA 2

SA 1

FA3

FA 4

SA2

Grade details

PP1& PP2

A

A+

A+

A

A+

A+

A+ 91% -100%
A 71% - 90%

PS

A

A

A

A

A

A

HS

B1

A2

B2

A2

A2

B2

School
Grade

B1

A2

B1

A2

A2

B1

A2 81% -90%
B1 71% -80%
B2 61% - 70%

Academic Achievements
INSPIRE is a State Government instituted program that aims to
develop scientific temper and curiosity amongst rural
children. R. Roja first competed in the District Level
program where she was placed 1st and was selected to
the State Level and she received a participation
certificate.

Staff Planning and Review Meetings
Periodic staff meetings to plan the annual curriculum and syllabus,
review progress of syllabus, discuss training implementation;
learning plans for Concept Learners are now a regular feature in
all schools. All Primary and High School staff
attended meetings to create a Plan of Action for Concept Learners which resulted in a special
schedule and remedial classes for such children. Syllabus progress was regularly reviewed, including
discussion on Formative and Summative Assessments. Class 10 subject teachers attended special
meetings focused exclusively on Class 10 students.
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Eyecatcher!
We salute the social responsiveness of our Kalleda School students! We
read about tragic incidents involving young children slipping and losing
their lives after falling into borewells. Incidences of borewell related
injuries and deaths bothered students in the school. With help from their
teachers and classmates, the children have closed almost every empty
borewell site temporarily with soil and stones. Their next step is appealing
to farmers to permanently fill the pits and make parents more vigilant

Alumni News
Several alumni from the school have gone on to careers in the Indian Railways, BSF, Army and as
Doctors, Engineers, Teachers etc. Here’s what a few are doing –
Guguloth Madan Lal is the son of agricultural labourers, he
always assisted his parents whenever he could and
simultaneously studying hard. With an Engineering Diploma
from Govt Polytechnic, Warangal and a B. Tech from Vasavi
Engineering College, Hyderabad; Madan’s toil paid off with 2 job
offers – one as a junior scientist at the National Nuclear Energy
Reactor in Kalpakkam, Chennai and as an Electrical Engineer for
the State Electricity Board. He chose to take up the former offer.
Students like Madan Lal prove how every person can be the
change they want to see in their lives. It’s an honour for us to
have alumni like Madan who prove to be such an inspiration for
our students!
Vemunoori Raju and his sister Sharada parents are daily
wage earners who were determined to do the best they
can in order for their children to have a better future.
With the support of the school, they practiced archery
and performed well in national level competitions and
eventually were selected to the TATA Archery
Academy. Here, they won further accolades in National
level events. The platform provided a stepping stone
to their career, with Raju getting a job in the Indian
Army through the games quota and Sharada a job in
the Delhi Police Department.
Raju is sponsoring the medical bills of his beloved
sports
teacher’s
daughter, who is ailing.
Sharada has promised
to sponsor the Midday Meal Program whenever she can.
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Guguloth Srinivas recently completed the National Industrial Security Force training and has
already secured a job. The son of daily wage earners, Srinivas and his parents shared their
happiness by sponsoring the Midday Meal program in the school. Like many of our alumni, he too
has pledged to help the school in whichever way he can in the coming years. We feel so proud of his
gesture!

Other News from Kalleda
A separate building housing 20 rooms
is being constructed for High School in
the premises of the Junior College.
Donations are being raised from
various sources for this purpose

The school received a visit from the Mandal Level Monitoring Team, comprising of the Mandal
Education Officer (MEO) and the Mandal Resource Centre
Team. The purpose was to observe Class 10 practices. They
checked the internal marks allotment system, notebooks,
syllabus completion, quality of teaching and learning,
availability of teaching staff, teacher – student ratio and
relevant administrative records and registers. The
Formative and Summative Examination records were also
inspected. This was followed by taking the midday meal
with the children in each school.

The team was very appreciative of the discipline and
thoroughness of the teaching and learning practices across
the four schools. They also commended the high level of
hygiene and cleanliness in the premises and the children.
Overall, the team gave a very positive report on the quality
of education practices and called them the ‘best private
school in the mandal’
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Matendla School
Headmaster – N. Vishnumurthy
Asst Headmaster – G. Malliah
Primary School In-charge – B. Raju
High School In- charge – M. Bapureddy

A. Average Academic performance of the school
Class level
FA 1
FA 2 SA 1
FA3
PP 1& PP2
A
A
A+
A
PS
B+
B+
B+
A

2015-2016
FA 4
SA2
A+
A+
A
A

HS

A2

School Grade

B1

B1

A

A

C1

A2

B+

A

A

Grade details
A+ 91% -100%
A 71% - 90%

B2

A2 81% -90%
B1 71% -80%
B2 61% - 70%
C1 51% - 60%
A 71%-90%

A

Academic Achievements
Students from the school are participating in several Division, District
and State Level academic and non academic contests in order to
test skills and talent. M. Srujana participated in the District and
State Level INSPIRE Science Fair and was awarded 1st place at
the District Level. In a Division Level Art Competition, M.
Lavya
was
awarded 1st place
in Drawing and
M. Vamshi got 1st
place in Essay
Writing.
M. Srujuna at the State INSPIRE Fair

Students at a Talent Test
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Staff Meetings
Matendla School conducted Staff Meetings to
review areas such as School Rules and Role of
Staff, improving academic standards through
provision of skill based training for teachers and
innovative teaching and learning methods for
children and the all round development of the
school. With their zeal to make the learning
environment interesting for children, the team
came up with many innovative ideas to improve
English skills, computers, Maths tutorials etc.

Eyecatcher!
The Matendla team is a great example of being
receptive and open minded to new ways of
teaching and learning. The school has been
innovating many activities in order to enhance
the skills of its teachers and provide support
to its students.
Ingenuous activities have been deployed
under ‘Art Education’ in which students have
learnt how to use recycled materials such as
cloth and paper, natural material like clay and
waste materials such as plastic bottles to
create beautiful works of art which has been a
wonderful learning experience for them.
The Library, the ‘Coin Game’ and School Radio
have provided a fun push to learning English –
by students and teachers alike.
We are confident that these efforts will hold
our students in good stead as we continued to
work towards improving resources for rural
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Redlawada School
Headmaster – K. Srinivasulu
Asst. Headmaster – M. Ashok
Primary In-charge – K. Sampath

A.

Average Academic performance of the school
2015-2016

Class
level

FA 1

FA 2

SA 1

FA3

FA 4

SA2

Grade
details

PP1 &
PP2

B+

B+

B+

A

A

B+

A 71% - 90%
B+ 51% -70%

PS

A

A

B+

A

B+

B+

HS

A

A

B+

A

B+

B+

School
Grade

A+

A

B+

A

B+

B+

Academic Achievements

A+ 91%-100%

The school has been building its capacity competently over the
past few years. With a new building, computer and Science
The well equipped Science Lab-Thanks to
labs, a library and trained teachers, students have benefitted
Cognizent Foundatio n
immensely from this enriched environment. With a K-10
curriculum in place, students have been faring well in the SSC exams too. For the past two years, the
school has achieved a 100% pass percentage. All graduates are pursuing higher studies in junior
colleges.

Eyecatcher!
.

Meet little Prasanna Lakshmi – RDF’s littlest martial arts master from Redlawada School! A feisty girl,
nimble and fast in body and mind, Prasanna has been wowing her much older school mates and
teachers with her Taekwondo moves.
Confident in her abilities and eager to learn, Prasanna is indefatigable. We are sure these qualities will
continue to create positive energy in her class and the school too with the support of PET sir .
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Parent and Staff Meetings
The school has been working steadily to deepen its
engagement with the parent community. Regular
Parent Meetings have been organized in order to
involve the parents more proactively in their
children’s learning. Redlawada and Rollakal Schools
were the last school in the RDF umbrella to
transition to English Medium; hence the school has
been actively meeting with parents in order to relay
the challenges and progress in now being a full
fledged English Medium school.
A focused meeting was organized with parents of
Class 10 students who were lagging behind in academics. With support being extended to parents
and students, including providing remedial classes, the school hopes to have another successful
year of Class 10 graduates.

Kids Work and Play
Social Awareness Rally – The tiny tots from Primary School participated in a Republic Day Rally,
dressed proudly in their school uniforms, handmade paper Nehru Caps and the Indian flag.
Encouraged by their teachers, the children went around Redlawada village to celebrate this
National Day, with a difference!
Spoken English Training
was delivered to the
students of Class 10. This
training, conducted by
experienced
English
language volunteers is a
crucial step in preparing
students for their further
education and careers.

It is not all work and no play in the school. Chess is played enthusiastically by many children and
teachers. Chess might just be the perfect teaching and learning tool. The goal of the curriculum is to
use the game of chess as a tool, to increase higher level thinking skills, advance maths and reading
skills and build self confidence. The school has been working with primary (2nd -5th) grade
students, the Physical Education Teacher and other teachers to promote the use of chess as an
educational tool.
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Rollakal School
Headmaster – Mr. Ramulu
Asst Headmaster – D. Santhosh Kumar
Primary In-charge – K.J. Hassan
High School In-charge – K. Mallesh

A.

Average Academic performance of the school
2015-2016
Class level
FA 1
FA 2
SA 1
FA3 FA 4
SA2
PP 1& PP2

Academic Achievements

PS
HS

A

B+

A

A

A

A

A
A2

A
A1

B+
B2

A
A2

A
A2

A
B2

Grade details
A 71% - 90%
B+ 51% -70%
A1
A2
B1
B2

91%-100
81%-90%
71%-80
61% -70%

Rollakal was amongst the final School Grade A2
A2
B2
A2
A1
B1
RDF schools to transition to an
English Medium curriculum in
primary school. They have faced
several challenges to get to where they are now that included infrastructural challenges, finding
skilled teachers, leadership concerns etc. Despite this, the staff has always remained dedicated to
providing the best to the children, regardless of
circumstances. The school is proud of its 100%
pass record over the past 2 years. The school has
committed teachers who are open to learning
themselves. It was their plan of action to provide
targeted tutorials to the Class 10 batch that
allowed the first batch to take its SSC exams with
cool heads.
With teachers being provided regular training to
develop their teaching and classroom management
abilities, there has been a surge of new and exciting
activities to enhance the standards of education for
kids. Saturday is Quiz Day which are focused on
academic subjects and general knowledge too. The
healthy competition and fun has inspired students
who look forward to such activities. Skill based activities such as chess and Art are encouraged too.
Eyecatcher!
M. Pavan Kumar is a Class 4 student in Rollakal School. He has displayed an unusual flair
for writing plays, directing them and choreographing dances too!
He has been writing one act plays for a while and performing them for his peers,
teachers and parents. He also displays talent in costume designing.

Other News from the School

The school encourages his talent in every way. Pavan is clear about his future – writing
and directing plays and movies! We are sure his skills and confident ability will see him
direct and choreograph his life path, taking him a long way!
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Educational field trips have been organized
by the school for its students. Middle and
High School students were taken to Lake
Laknavaram as part of an educational tour. A
popular tourist spot, the area is also rich in
history which was the reason the students
Organic farming has contributed greatly to
the school. The farm has become very
productive and is supplying a good variety of
seasonal vegetables for the Midday Meal. The
farm is tended by students, teachers and
some local farmers.

With the provision of a new school building and extensive play grounds, the children have taken
up many sporting activities. Athletics and gymnastics have enhanced fitness levels, as seen here
in this display at the Annual Function.

Former student, A. Divya Vani received a sponsorship
amount of Rs. 5000 towards her college fee.
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VAPV Junior College

Principal – S. Yakaiah
Vice Principal – A. Janardhan

The college has residential and day scholar facilities. There are 3 streams – MPC, BiPC and CEC.
Medium of instruction includes both Telugu and English.
Average Academic Performance of the College 2015-2016

Board results

Class level

I
UNIT
TEST

II
UNIT
TEST

III
UNIT
TEST

QUARTERLY

HALF
YEARLY

PREFINAL

I YEAR

50%

69%

79%

37%

56%

49%

78%

I I YEAR

29%

59%

59%

37%

43%

33%

96%

Appeared

Passed

Pass
percentage

1 YEAR

187

145

77.5%

II YEAR

141

136

96.5%

ANNUAL RESULT

Academic Events
The Union Department of Science and Technology sponsors
the ‘Inspire’ programme every year in Warangal district. The
event this year was conducted in Kakatiy a University for five
day s. 1 50 Intermediate level students who scored above 9.2
GPA in the Senior School Certificate Ex amination were
selected for the camp.
The RDF V APV Junior College sent 8 students to participate
in the program which had eminent guest lecturers. Faculty
members from top technical and management institutions, including senior scientists were also part of
the ev ent.
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The INSPIRE (Innov ation, Science, Pursuit, Inspired, Research) program is conducted with the aim to
encourage students to engage in innov ative and research backed scientific and technical program that are
also socially and environmentally productive. They conducted lectures, seminars and motivational session
for the students. A quiz was also conducted in which the RDF students were awarded the 2nd prize and
received a shield and certificates.
The college also saw K. V enkatesh, study ing in second y ear; win the 2 nd Prize in a District Level drawing
competition on Env ironmental Education.

Alumni News
RDF Archery Coach, Mr. Raju, Alumna instructor conveyed heartwarming news that
2 RDF alumni archers, M. Prasanna Kumar and G. Chandulal donated four dozen
arrows, which they procured second hand for RDF students. Their generosity has
saved the team over Rs. 35,000!

Eyecatcher!
The college’s focus on creating a
sustainable environment has seen them
use ‘Rocket stoves’ which are not just
more environmentally friendly and time
efficient compared to firewood but also
allows them to save a whopping 50%
cost in firewood. We hope such actions
of leading by example plant seeds for a
bright and thoughtful generation
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Training Programs
Planning and Preparation Training
The beginner of the academic year 2015-16 saw
comprehensive Planning and Preparation sessions being
conducted for Primary and High School teachers across
RDF Schools. The aim and outcome of these sessions
were to meticulously plan the academic calendar for the
upcoming year that included training and development
programs for staff, learning activities for children,
special schedules for ‘Concept Learners’, enhancement of
sports and other extracurricular activities and
management of assessments and reviews for students
and teachers.
An Induction Training Program was organized with
SCERT Trainer, Dr. Chari, who led the program for all
RDF staff and the two Tech Mahindra Foundation sponsored Government schools in Rollakal Ratna
Sagar training
School. This program was targeted at new teachers as well as experienced teachers from RDF
schools and ZHPS. He instructed staff in effective teaching methodologies that included the
preparation of lesson plans as a basic and crucial teaching practice, how to prepare good and useful
activities for various lessons and creating assessment tools for tracking performance.

Attitude and Aptitude Training
A unique training program titled ‘Teachers Aptitude
and Attitude’ was organized by Centre for Better
Teachers for all RDF teachers in October 2015. The
venue was the Zilla Parishad High School in
Bahadurapally.
The topics for training were the key areas of ‘Learning
Styles’ and ‘Multiple Intelligence’.
The course
provided strategic inputs into teacher’s pedagogical
repertoire by helping them understand the
importance of different learning styles which can
allow them to profile students in an appropriate
manner and modify an activity based on student’s
unique learning styles. The concept of Multiple
Intelligence too provided insight and created awareness on how standardised instructions can be a
deterrent to learning. By appreciating differences in how students learn, teachers can provide the
right inputs and enhance the classroom environment.

Service Program for ARISE Schools
ARISE, or All Round Improvement in School Education, is the largest educational initiative under
the School Education Program of Tech Mahindra Foundation. The Whole School Turnaround
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Program, which works with 65 schools, 19 partners, and 6 municipal corporations across India,
aims to develop existing government and non-government schools into model schools of excellence.
RDF is privileged to be an ARISE partner with TMF, creating and implementing quality education
practices in the Mandal Parishad Primary School (MPPS) and the Zilla Parishad High School (ZHPS)
in Bahadurpally village, Ranga Reddy District, Telangana. As part of the service agreement with
ARISE, RDF provided key inputs in various areas to augment the education environment that have
been executed in RDF schools over the years.
These are Learning Concepts through Sports
Magic Bus is a revolutionary skill development program that aims to teach crucial life skills to
children through the medium of sports. RDF Kalleda School Physical Education Teacher, Mr. S. Raju,
has extensively trained in the Magic Bus methodology.
In addition to implementing the various Magic Bus concepts, Mr. Raju also supervises the student
activities in all schools and has taught teachers how to
manage students when they participate in a game, from
how to commence sessions with a game or a song,
thereafter leading them into the main game. He also
trains the Physical Education Teachers in all school in
more techniques by demonstrating and playing with the
children.

Reading Skills Enhancement Program
Mrs. Sunanda,
an experienced
teacher
from
RDF Kalleda School has been tasked with the
responsibility to implement and management the Reading
Program in both TMF schools. She makes regular visits to
observe, assess and suggest improvements in the
implementation of the Grow by Reading program.
This is done by
providing
demo
sessions and giving instructions to teacher to help give
correctly leveled books based on each child’s reading levels.
This aspect is crucial to improving reading levels. Bi-lingual
sessions are also conducted using picture stories and GBR
cards in English and Sneha-Bala cards in Telugu.
Trainee teachers are taught how to develop children’s
learning abilities through ‘Show & Tell’ activities, picture
comprehension, understanding the importance of facial
expressions and hand gesture to facilitate better storytelling,
all of which work on increasing participation levels. She also helps teachers assess reading levels
and supervising the actual assessment and reading level analysis.
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Monthly Monitoring Visits
The Asst Headmaster of Matendla School,
Mr. Ganta Malaiah has been appointed the
Education Coordinator of the two TMF
sponsored schools. He observes classes
with the aim of assessing teaching skills and
providing feedback to teachers and
observing
student’s
progress
and
responsive to teaching inputs.
Each visit is comprehensive in its review
methods. Mr. Malaiah also checks teacher’s
planning files, student notebooks and all
academic records to ensure that everthing
is implemented according to original plans.
He also meets with staff separately to get
their feedback, answer questions and
provide classroom management tips and
techniques. Staff is appreciative of these
visits and feels that reinforcement of their training and periodic reviews are helpful.

Mentorship Program
The service model being provided by RDF to
the two Tech Mahindra Foundation
sponsored schools, include mentoring and
training teachers.
This is a fundamental
aspect to building quality education facilities
in the school. These peer to peer training and
learning sessions provide a supportive and
interactive environment for staff, who learn
the tried and tested methods that have been
used in RDF schools.
Teachers from MPPS visited Matendla School
for three days to observe demo classes and
understand how to use Teaching Learning
Materials (TLM) effectively. They were also
instructed in how to use low cost materials
and use recycled materials to create TLMs.
The teachers observed classes taken by RDF
teachers and then were asked to give demo classes. They were provided feedback – both positive
and areas of improvement in their teaching methods. The sessions were conducted under the
guidance of the Education Coordinator, Mr. G. Malaiah and the Matendla School Headmaster, Mr.
Vishnu. and corrected teaching procedure through micro teaching method under the guidance of
Education coordinator Mr. G. Mallaiah and HM. Mr. Vishnu. Group activities and planning and
preparation workshop for Micro teaching were also conducted
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Ratna Sagar Training

This program was targeted at new teachers as
well as experienced teachers from RDF schools
and the TMF sponsored Zilla Parishad High
School. The trainer instructed staff in effective
teaching methodologies that included the
preparation of lesson plans as a basic and
crucial teaching practice, how to prepare good
and useful activities for various lessons and
creating assessment tools for tracking
performance.

Silver Oaks Demo and Review
Silver Oaks School has been RDF’s key education
partner for several years. They help RDF by
planning an appropriate curriculum, along with
relevant teacher training and education activities
to help deliver the curriculum.
In order to develop the teaching skills of Science
teachers, a Physics and Biology teaching workshop
was organized by Silver Oaks School for the
respective subject teachers. The workshop
included a live demo lesson by Silver Oaks
teachers, followed by demo lessons by RDF
teachers and review and feedback for improvement.

Mandal and District Level Training
RDF schools have been working towards the
system of ‘Continuous and Comprehensive
Evaluation’ (CCE) which has been mandated by
the Central and State Government in order to
assess the holistic development of students in
private and government schools.
With this objective, a 4 day CCE training for all
Headmasters and teachers was organized by the
Government
of
Telangana’s
Education
Department. Teachers learnt what is CCE and how
to
conduct
Formative
and
Summative
Assessments.
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Development Report
Several developments have taken place at
the RDF school during the 2015-16
academic year. These include infrastructure
developments as well as changes in human
resource personnel in the schools.
Rollakal and Redlawada Schools had a
change of leadership in order to improve
academic standards in the school. In
Rollakal new Headmaster Mr. Ramulu, was
appointed in place of Mr. Cheralu.
There has also been staff attrition in RDF and ARISE schools. This is due to the Government
recruitment schedule and examinations, with some teachers attaining Government School posts.
There is a shortfall of 100 enrollments than expected.
Here is a round up on infrastructure development across RDF schools -

Construction and Repairs in Kalleda
The Dining Hall and Kitchen in the original Kalleda School building underwent repairs. Cracks,
crevices and leaks were fixed and the dining hall was painted.
New classrooms were built for High School
by partitioning the Mango Shed

Redlawada Dining Hall
Construction
Redlawada School received a grant from
Tulip Granites and Invensys which is being
utilized towards the construction of a
Dining Hall
Once classroom was also
constructed with the support of
Value Labs

Bus Procurement
Both Kalleda and Matendla
Schools acquired a second bus in
order to increase their reach to more villages. Value Labs provided the
donation for the bus in Kalleda.
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English Lab
Inauguration

RDF Kalleda School
received a generous
gift of an English
Language Lab, fitted
with ten computers
and one server, a
donation worth over
Rs. 5 Lakh, by the
management team at
Synchrony
Finance.
With English language
software provided by
Wordsworth, the lab
will initially be utilized
by teaching staff in the
school.
The team from Synchrony Finance comprising Mr. Faisal Ali Khan – Business Leader, Mr. T. Venkat
– CSR Leader & Infrastructure Vice President, Mr. Shyam K – Head of the Legal Department, Mr.
Ranjith – Facilities Leader, Mr. Chintan Chawla – IT Leader, Mr. Wayne Unger – Training Leader, Ms.
Lakshmi Neti and Ms. Amrutha – Volunteer Co-Leads attended the inauguration of the lab in person.
The inauguration ceremony was marked by Mr. Faisal lighting the lamp and traditional ribbon
cutting. The school Headmaster, Mr. T. Sridhar, addressed the invitees about the importance of
imparting crucial English and communication skills through such an initiative, thus giving them the
ability graduate to their careers with employability skills in place. He also requested the team to
extend their support to expand the lab for High School students, through an additional 15
computers.
The team enjoyed the Science exhibits and cultural program put up Primary and High School
students, as well as the simple lunch prepared by the kitchen staff.
Mr. Faisal and team
acknowledged the importance of CSR projects funding rural development programs, especially
rural areas in the vicinity of urban areas.
The RDF family feels honoured to receive support
from Synchrony Finance, thus enabling rural children
to step into the wider world with good skills and
confidence.
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Parent and Village Committee Meetings
RDF staff and students at Synchrony Finance Offices in Hyderabad

Over the past two decades, RDF has spent considerable time and effort
to augment its relations with the parents and the wider village
community. Parents in rural areas, struggling with a stable means of
income, see education as a way out of poverty. Therefore they are
willing to invest in good schools to the best of their abilities. Being
products of a rural education system, the management at each RDF
school understands the necessity of good infrastructure, good teachers
and good resources as being critical to a child being retained in school
and completing his/her education.
The demand for quality has never been higher and RDF schools have
built a reputation that have created trust based and transparent
relationships in the community. By instituting a Parent Committee and a
Village Committee based on a democratic voting system, RDF schools
clearly demonstrate their commitment to the cause of rural education
and the values the operate on. Key decisions in the schools are taken with
the Parent and Village Committee members.
The topics discussed range from academic areas such as the academic
calendar – training and learning activities in the schools, hiring decisions,
infrastructure development, funding challenges etc. The objective is to go
beyond merely informing parents and to have them proactively involved
in school operations. Such parents meeting are held every term to
apprise parents of developments in school activities in general and with
specific relation to each child too. Key topics discussed this year were –
Kalleda – Informing Class 10 parents about special study schedule for
SSC Exams and plan of action for the same, steps taken to consolidate the
English Medium syllabus and plans for ‘Concept Learners’

and Class 10 plan of action

Matendla – Teacher training and learning development activities,
Village ‘Sahakara’ Committee Meeting, enhancing student attendance

Redlawada – Discussion on enhancing English Medium instruction, changes in school facilities such
as infrastructure and midday meal plans, Upgraded the incharge as Headmaster, special learning
classes for slow learners at primary school and extended study hours for Class 10 students
Rollakal – Review of Formative and Summative Assessments, induction of new Headmaster, fee
collection schedule, syllabus progress and plan of action for Class 10 students
Parents and the village community have been very participative and proactive in the growth of RDF
schools. They have extended support in several ways such as providing vegetables, turmeric for
cooking in all schools, providing donations towards purchase of a mini water tank in Rollakal,
assisting in ecological concerns such as refraining from using plastic and encouraging the use of
paper bags, keeping the village environment clean and hygienic and extending support in school
matters as required. With this level of engagement, parents have always cooperated with any
changes or challenges that the schools are going through. This collaboration has helped RDF in
having a high retention rate of students and staff alike – which shows the faith and trust that
parents hav in our schools.
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Cultural Events
Celebration of social and religious festivals and other key community events are more than an
‘extracurricular’ activity in RDF schools. Such events are key touch points to deliberate on social,
cultural and historical meaning and traditions in the Indian calendar. RDF encourages a secular and
non discriminatory environment that sees students and staff from different backgrounds being
equally participative in such events.
A snapshot of events celebrated in RDF schools last year –

Independence Day

Republic Day

Maths Day
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Vinayak Chavithi

Teacher’s Day

Bathukamma

Annual Day

Model Elections

English Day

Sports News

Kalleda School
Sport

District
Level

State Level

National
Level

Athletics

V. Nagaraju
V. Ganesh
B. Ajay
A. Mahesh
T. Akshitha
D. Poojitha
A. Pavani

G.Kavya
L. Rajender
Ch. Sridevi
B. Ravikumar

J. Deepthi

Kho-Kho

A. Pavani

D. Srilekha

Yoga

A. Shirisha
J. Deepthi being felicitated at the school

(L) Sports School Students

( R ) Sports students being awarded

Redlawada School
Over the past
few years, the
school has steadily been building its capacity in Sports. With the
provision of a large playing field and hiring a Physical Education
Teacher, children now have the resources to test their skills and
build talent in their chosen sport. Some of the sports that the
students have taken to are Cricket, Football, Marital Arts and
various Athletic forms.
Students have been participating in Mandal level games, with
several students participating in the game of ‘Paika’ at the
Mandal level. G. Sandeep won at this level. With continuous
improvement in facilities, the school is looking forward to
sending children to more sporting events to build confidence and provide exposure.
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Matendla School
Sport

District
Level

State Level

Kho-kho

D.Pooja

Yoga

D.Pooja
B.Bhavani
K.Akhila
B.Aravind

Fencing

National
Level

The school had the impressive distinction of
having participated and won at State Level Yoga
competition and National Level Karate
tournaments. At the State Level, the Yoga team
was privileged to have 3 RDF girls in the final, of
whom, Pooja won a Gold Medal.

M.Srujana
J.Rakshitha
M.Ajay

It has been a good year in Sports for the
Matendla Team. Under the able guidance of the
Physical Education Trainer, Mr. Laxminarayana,
the children have been victorious in diverse
sports such as Martial Arts, Fencing and Yoga.

K.Rachana

CH.Sagar
M.Rajendar
Karate

8
members
Class 8 & 9

Sandeep
& Lavya

D. Pooja with her Yoga certificate

At the State Level Hapki Do Championship, Matendla School Children won 2 Gold, 5 Silver and 1
Bronze in different categories. They also walked
away with the overall
The State Karate winning team

Rollakal School
Like Redlawada School, Rollakal has been slowly and steadily building it sports resources. With
infrastructure being in place, a plethora of sports and games are being offered to children. These
include Kho-Kho, Kabaddi, Badminton and Volleyball. Students are being encouraged to participate
competitively in Mandal level tournaments. With the support of the school team, several boys and
girls from Middle School participated in Mandal level Kho-Kho, Volleyball and Kabaddi contests. M.
Sreekanth, E. Sathish and Md. Reeyaz won in Kho-Kho, Volleyball and Kabaddi respectively.
The school hopes to continue extending it sports repertoire and provide good coaching to its
children in order to build their skills and talent.
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Junior College
The Junior College continued its brilliant run in
the field of Sports. Boys and girls continue to
excel in Athletic events such as Running,
Javelin, Shot Put, High Jump and Long Jump.
This year, the cricket team made it to the
National Level too.
The regular sporting activities revealed three
gems, D. Murali, who displayed prowess in
cricket; M. Venkatesh who earned accolades in
Long Jump and A. Ajay & M. Vinod who proved
their mettle on the athletic field. Their
Seated L-R: Ajay, Vinod, Murali, Venkatesh, with staff
steadfast practice has earned them the
opportunity to represent the state in the Under-19 State Level competition and at the National
Level too
Sport
Athletics

Cricket

District Level

State Level

Ch. Venkatesh
P. Swathi
V. Sai
N. Shiva Kumar
A. Ajay
M. Vinod
G. Raju
B. Venkateswarlu
K. Jaiesh
K. Kana Rao
M. Sagar

Ch. Venkatesh
P. Swathi
G. Raju
K. Kanna Rao
M. Vinod
V. Sai Kumar

National
Level
G. Raju
K. Kanna Rao
M. Vinod
Ch. Venkatesh
V. Sai Kumar

International
G. Raju

D. Murali

Special Guest
Mr. Dean Gilchrist, elder brother of Australian wicket
keeper and opening batsman, Adam Gilchrist, was
invited to the RDF Head Office by RDF Chairman, Mr.
GVS. Prasad, to meet RDF sports achievers.
Accompanying him were Mr. Franks Francis of Samishti.
Mr. Gilchrist has developed a sports curriculum that
develops a variety of sporting skills and fitness. He has
also created fitness programs for staff in the corporate
world.
The visitors were given a presentation of student’s
background and sporting achievements. The kids and Physical Education staff were thrilled to
receive appreciation on their accomplishments and expert tips from the renowned sports coach. Mr
Prasad is trying to persuade him to provide some of the services to RDF free of cost.
It is hoped that his program can be provided gratis to RDF children. He has promised to visit RDF
schools during his next visit to India.
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Visitors
Ramakrishna Mission Visit
Two of the senior most Swamijis of Ramakrishna
Math
visited
Kalleda
School.
Swami
Jyotirmayananda ji, the Head of Ramakrishna
Math, Hyderabad and Swami Jnanananda ji
bearing the Ramakrishna Mission philosophy of
life building, man making, character making and
nation building education and training, addressed
the students and staff on moral and spiritual
values.
With the rapid advancements in
urbanization and technology, many feel that the
solid ground of human ethics and cooperation,
based on spiritual and noble ideals of living and
working in harmony, have been gradually
eroding. With the rising aspirations of students
and resultant stresses of modern living, the valuable message and advice of the Swamijis on the
importance of spiritual living came at the right time.
The staff and children listened with sincerity to their message of living in service and aspiring to
noble values which resonated with our mission of educating, engaging and empowering rural
communities too. They praised the school; calling it an ‘ideal school’ which made us feel that our
work is also bearing fruit and we are achieving our intended aims.

Give India
Give India is a leading online donation platform that provides resources to credible NGOs across
India. Through raising funds from individuals and organizations, Give India channels these funds to
NGOs that have passed its strict credibility criteria.
RDF is proud to be a beneficiary of Give India for the past two years. Rollakal and Redlawada
Schools have been benefitting from Give India donations.
Ashish Deshpande, the field
representative visited the school to observe all activities and check beneficiary records. He
reported having a great experience and the good work that both schools are doing for the cause of
rural upliftment and education.
CAF
Dr. Shyamala representing Charities Aid Foundation, has visited Kalleda school and interacted with
the beneficiaries. She keenly went through the exhibits and the records maintained at school level
and Head Office.
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Highlights
RDF Kalleda School and RDF Matendla
School were ranked City level No.1
Day School in their respective towns,
in the Education World India School
Rankings 2015. The award is
conferred to schools rated in 14
parameters
including
academic
reputation,
faculty
competence,
leadership quality, sports education,
etc. Education World India rates and

ranks over 800 schools across the entire country.
Mr. T. Sridhar and Mr. Vishnumurthy, the
headmasters of RDF Kalleda & Matendla schools
respectively, were invited to Delhi for the awards
ceremony. This is a huge honour for the work put in
by RDF over 19 years, demonstrating the progress
and development shown by rural schools in
providing high quality education in rural
communities.

CAF –Gave validation certificate
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Donations
Corporate Donors

Give India, Cargil, CAF,Invensys, Infor, Value Labs, Synchrony Financial, Silver Oaks- The
School of Hyderabad, The Global Edge School , Orient Blackswan Pvt. Ltd., HD Trailers,
Srinivasa Finance Corporation Pvt. Ltd., Invensys, Tulip Granites, TRENT, Ranee
Shankaramma, M/s. Aerika Cineworks
Individual Donors – Above Rs 10,000 Contribution
Mr Subba Rao Dukkipati, Mrs. Kavita Subba Rao ,Mr. Kiran Addala, Dr Anitha Patibandla,Dr.
Vikram Reddy, Mrs Neena Rao, Mr. Sanjeeva Rao Selgamsetty, Nikita Sahney, Mr. Venkata
Ramana Pedapati, Mrs. Sapna Randhir, Mr.Arun Chidhambaram ,Ms. Renuka Akumalla, Mr.
Sebastian, Mr. Sarvesh Gupta, Mr.Surojit Bagchi, Mrs.Rohini Laya Venkateswaran, Mr. Irfan
Hussain, Mr. KVL Narayan Rao, Mrs. A. Padmavathi, Mrs Sudha Addala,
Donation in Kind
Hindi Milap –Note books and one side used papers, Oakridge international school-Library
books, The Global Edge school- Stationary, Kalajyothi- One side used papers, Meridian
School-Madhapur –sports goods, Synchrony Financial –construction material.
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For more information, please visit
Website: www.rdfindia.org
Blog: rdfblog.wordpress.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/RuralDevelopmentFoundation
Flicker: www.flickr.com/photos/kalledaphotoproject/7802971922/in/photostream
Contact
Email: development@rdfindia.org
Mobile: +91 94901 62640
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